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Abstract
Proliferation of fibrous tissues to form a localised mass with infiltrating margins may occur anywhere in the body; involvement of the orbit is rare. Children and young adults are most commonly affected. The term ‘juvenile fibromatosis’ is one of several synonyms. Of the two main forms of this entity, the solitary form is the more common and the prognosis is good. The multicentric form has a poor prognosis. The patient described, a 2½-year-old boy, had a solitary nodule of juvenile fibromatosis removed from the right orbit and was asymptomatic 2½ years postoperatively.

Fibroblastic proliferations of the orbit are rare. Fibromatosis is more common in children and must be distinguished from a true malignant neoplasm. The patient described had a slowly progressive superior orbital mass shown by histology and electron microscopy to be juvenile fibromatosis. This entity is locally aggressive but does not metastasise.

Case report

CLINICAL HISTORY
A 2½-year-old boy sustained a right ‘black eye’ as a result of a fall. Over a six-month period right ptosis with inferior displacement of the eye occurred, and a soft mass was palpated in the superior orbit. A soft discoid mass (6 x 2 x 1 mm) was removed by incisional biopsy. The diagnosis was benign haemangioendothelioma.

Six months postoperatively, because of apparent clinical progression, the lesion was injected with 1.0 ml of 50% dexamethasone/50% betamethasone. Nine months postoperatively the patient was seen at the Mayo Clinic. On examination his visual acuity was 20/80 right eye and 20/30 left eye. The right globe was proptosed and downwardly displaced (Figs 1 and 2).

At lateral orbitotomy a firm, greyish white mass (3 x 2.5 x 1.5 cm) was removed (Fig 3).

PATHOLOGY
The margins were free of tumour. Tissue was fixed in 2% glutaraldehyde and 10% neutral buffered formalin. Staining techniques included haematoxylin-eosin, periodic acid Schiff with
and without diastase digestion, Masson trichrome, Movat pentachrome, Wilder reticulin, Mallory's phosphotungstic acid-haematoxylin, Bodian, and alcian blue.

Sections from different parts of the tumour showed variation of cellularity from area to area (Fig 4). Dense collagenous strands were present in one area; in others an admixture of spindle cells and plump fusiform cells arranged in ribbons, fascicles, and bundles was present (Fig 5). Mitotic figures were rare. Small numbers of mononuclear cells were dispersed throughout, and giant cells were randomly scattered within some of the densely cellular areas. These cells were thought to eventuate from the previous operation. Vessels were most abundant in the central portion of the tumour and varied from slit-like cavities (Fig 6) and capillary channels to cavernous spaces.

The special stains confirmed that the spindle cells were fibroblasts.

Electron microscopy showed great variability of the cells from one area to another, but the fibroblast, in various degrees of differentiation, predominated (Fig 7). Many fibroblasts showed irregular dilatation of the rough-surfaced endoplasmic reticulum and fine microfilaments (Fig 8). Macrophages with membrane-bound lysosomal structures within the cytoplasm were present.

Discussion

The group of fibromatoses has been defined as consisting of non-metastasising fibrous tumours that invade locally and recur after surgical excision. On occasion they may regress spontaneously. Most commonly they present in early childhood and young adulthood. The histological features of those that occur in children often differ markedly from those in adults and do not always correspond with the clinical behaviour.

Stout used the term 'juvenile fibromatosis' to include a number of entities. One of these, congenital generalised fibromatosis, has been described under various names, including diffuse congenital fibromatosis. The many names used reflect the histogenic hypotheses in addition to the histological picture. The term 'fibromatosis' without qualification has been used for fibrous growths that could not be included in these categories.

The subgroup of juvenile fibromatoses, namely 'congenital generalised fibromatosis', is further subdivided into (1) a solitary form; (2) a multicentric form in which the fibrous proliferation is restricted to subcutaneous tissues, skeletal muscle, and the ends of long bones; and (3) a generalised form with visceral involvement in addition to the features of the multicentric form. The solitary form is the more common. In one study, 73.8% of tumours were solitary, and the term 'myofibromatosis' was used because of the histological resemblance to smooth muscle tissue. The tumour showed a preference for the head and upper part of the body, including the arm. However, only a few patients with ocular adnexal involvement have been described.

A female infant with congenital generalised fibromatosis and a large right infiltrating orbital tumour has been described. This mass also showed variation in cellular density, with marked vascularity in the peripheral areas. In a study of six children five had involvement of the inferior orbital rim, with tumour extension into the lower lid in one patient. A solitary tumour localised to the zygomatic bone has been reported in a 3-month-old infant. All these solitary lesions were managed by local excision.

Bilateral orbital involvement has been described in a 5-month-old boy with the congenital multicentric form of the disease. Fibromatosis of the cornea and limbus in association with

Figure 5  Spindle cells (S) intertwine. Collagen (C) is surrounded by slit-like vascular channels (arrow). (Haematoxylin-eosin, ×400.)
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Congenital generalised fibromatosis has also been reported. The solitary lesion averages 3 cm in diameter, is of slow growth, and has circumscribed or infiltrating edges. The histological features of the solitary and generalised forms are similar. Within an individual tumour the histological picture may vary from one field to another. For this reason needle biopsy, frozen section, or even incisional biopsy are inadequate and may even be misleading (Fig 4).

This variation in pattern is a characteristic. Areas composed of densely cellular spindle-shaped cells coexist with areas that are heavily vascularised, and necrotic foci may be present. The microscopic picture may be confused with that of other mesenchymal neoplasms.

Electron microscopic studies of solitary tumours of orbital tissue and bone have shown that the basic tumour cell is the fibroblast in various stages of differentiation. Our studies support this finding and emphasise the wide variability from one portion of the tumour to another. Several authors have described smooth-muscle-like filaments.

The pathogenesis of the tumour remains unclear. Trauma is considered to be coincidental. Although familial cases have been reported in congenital generalised fibromatosis, none have been reported thus far in patients with ocular adnexal tumours.

In conclusion, solitary form of fibromatosis, though benign, may recur; local excision with clear margins is recommended. The diagnosis may be made by examination of several sections from different parts of the tumour. Indeed, incisional biopsy may be misleading. The combination of features suggestive of haemangiopericytoma, leiomyoma, and neurofibroma aids in the diagnosis. The variability of the cellular component as seen by light and electron microscopy emphasises the wide range of differentiation of the fibroblast. Fibromatosis may be regarded as a disease process of wide spectrum. The prognosis for the solitary form is good.

This paper was presented at the Verhoeff Society, Boston, on 13-15 April 1989.
Figure 8 Electron micrograph showing fibroblast with distended, rough-surfaced endoplasmic reticulum. (×37 500.)